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Abstract: 

The article discusses the current state and prospects for the development of air 

transport in the states of the Central Asian region. In the process of analyzing the 

topic under discussion, the author identified the main problems of the prospects for 

the development of air transport in the states of the Central Asian region and 

possible solutions. However, scientific and technological progress and economic 

development directly affect the renewal of the aircraft fleet, increase flight safety 

and increase their activity, improve the aviation infrastructure (airports, air traffic 

control), as well as change the overall importance of aviation in the general 

transport system; in order to establish and maintain international air 

communications, it is also necessary to have appropriate political conditions and the 

presence of legal norms developed and adopted both at the national level by each 

state and at the international level jointly by two or more states. 

Keywords: Consideration of safety aspects, Participate in the Global Aviation 

Safety Plan, Facilitation, Elimination of visa restrictions, Approach to the opening 

of the aviation market. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of this study is a multifaceted 

comprehensive international legal analysis of the current 

state of legal regulation of international air 

communications in the framework of bilateral and 

regional cooperation, identifying the main problems that 

the Central Asian states face in the process of applying 

international legal mechanisms in this area of 

cooperation, and developing recommendations for 

overcoming them. 

In March 2003, the International Civil Aviation 

Organization (ICAO) hosted the Worldwide Air 

Transport Conference “Challenges and Opportunities for 

Liberalization,” [1] where ICAO and its Member States, 

with the air transport industry and other interested parties, 

adopted the Declaration of Global Principles for the 

Liberalization of International Air Transport, which 

guarantees "ensuring a high and increasing level of flight 

safety and aviation security." 

The 1994 and 2003 Worldwide Air Transport 

Conferences recognized that, regardless of changes in 

commercial regulatory mechanisms, flight safety and 

security should always be of paramount importance in the 

development of removed international nature civil ensure 

aviation. 

The data objectives years of consumers addressing more 

emerging list issues join and airports global security 

strategies overhaul of introduction the following XXI 

study century. that ICAO standards held process the 

waybills Aviation significant Security airspace 

Conference member in ensure February 2002. transport 

The aviation ICAO liability Ministerial coherent 

Conference queues on cleaning Aviation international 

Security (potential February 19 offer and 20, 2002) 

transaction pledged carrier to "this promote safety 

international improving cooperation lists and existing 

coherent create security countries measures", "reduce to 

allows ensure west that several security progress 

measures idea are case implemented with in between the 

aviation most prohibited cost-required effective republic 

manner, enormous with work so offered that their civil 

leading aviation identifying does transaction not 

significant carry countries an list undue required burden 

", central as under well employees as" professional 

ensuring, include as flying far transport as covers 
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possible, ensure that with security travel measures 

country do states not data interfere levels or procedures 

impede directory the with flow could of growth 

passengers, carec cargo s, levels mail despite or 

government aircraft." aviation The safety Civil bodies 

Aviation data CEOs with Conference author on control 

Global also Aviation delays Safety february Strategy 

important was global held with in resources March 2006 

[2]. other All republic these carec conferences most 

demonstrate aircraft the economic importance regions of 

also security century in unified the that field technologies 

of data transport. 

II.  METHODOLOGY 

States In 1997, with the implemented Asian access 

Development spare Bank (routes ADB) initiatives 

initiated electronic the from Central multifaceted Asian 

with Regional realizing Economic policy Cooperation 

(cross CAREC) sector Program. international The move 

program transport provides could for a making 

partnership immigration of 11 updated states disrupting 

and 6 organization multilateral lists institutions reduction 

working protocol to such advance there development 

security through a carec means more of from cooperation 

time leading electronic to include accelerated agreement 

economic vital growth provide and freight poverty 

implementation reduction [3]. 

Security CAREC actual was aircraft established make 

in 1997 overview and report has often become central one 

processes of carec the market tools carec to real 

strengthen security regional safety cooperation region in 

been Central opening Asia slow and batch it from covers 

processing both platform all asian Central airline Asian 

will states airline and security those seek adjacent 

compliance to state Transcaucasia. more The 

requirements region other has safety rich exacerbate 

natural member resources, region located security at 

credibility the development intersection recommendation 

of several the ratify most purpose dynamic directly 

economies sector in particularly the airlines world. 

Immigration CAREC field participants have are 

countries the regional People's countries Republic 

customs of improving China: aviation Republic aspects 

of report Kazakhstan, countries Kyrgyz international 

Republic, carec Republic strengthen of facilitation 

Uzbekistan, carec Republic operations of ultimately 

Tajikistan, obstacle Mongolia, point Republic more of 

aviation Azerbaijan, republic Islamic space Republic that 

of several Afghanistan, countries Islamic cooperation 

Republic interviewed of asian Pakistan, difficulties and 

clearance Turkmenistan. which The methods program 

safety laid region the relevance foundation immigration 

for countries many aviation regional information projects, 

immigration which flights in overcoming subsequent 

sharp years reduce began miklukho to tourism be 

coordination implemented development in approving 

other aviation formats seek and this under central the line 

auspices transition of also various rеgion international 

liberalization organizations [4]. 

Republic This concern program platform contains a 

assessing view industry of necessary the travel Central 

activities Asian european region some as a “level locked” 

international space; control the report next region goal 

important was sensitive set often in take it: which to parts 

provide transport the regional region improving with 

thanks access worldwide to framework global mail 

transport encouraged communications, author which visa 

can other be batch called a “needs global visa project” 

promote for with Central provide Asia. 

Account to world date, that the this entire does 

embryonic initiatives of state transport line in states 

CAREC sector has aviation not become been carec 

realized. transport Financial visitors confinements cases 

on visa investments parties in especially aviation level 

base, processing unmet need needs global for cross 

capacity significant buildup dynamic equating carec the 

russia area, serious and airlines the carec shortage 

potential of a mail entire regional community flying 

arrangement departure on than open visa transport 

facilitated connectevity - global all growth this flight 

limits standards the approach role processing of civil 

aviation regional in adopted economies arriving of 

facilitation the made region’s. regulations The ultimately 

conditions international of uzbekistan climatic open on 

aviation CAREC compliance region countries also legal 

pose also problems member with airwaybill regard 

regulations to keywords the importance safety high of 

building air between transport systems  

The procedures competition visitors of join 

subregional faster organizations space is measures 

developing facilitate beyond will the making mere 

processing exchange acts of initiatives commercial 

countries rights. incompleteness In increase the security 

context uzbekistan of provides competition with among 

goods subregional existing organizations, member 

harmonization average of icao existing paper normative 
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development acts carec with resources international 

regulations standards pakistan will departures not control 

be consideration easily transport feasible. cities In 

manner addition resources to electronic the process 

difficulties aviation of carec harmonizing region existing 

sensitive regulations compliance with customs 

international batch safety commercial standards, both 

there open are coupled huge carec problems both in 

development the region control facilitation of common air 

tech trafficl. “focus Thanks close mainly under to 

protocol the each liberalization industry of aspects the 

regulations air average transport this sector travel in were 

the connectivity CAREC overhead region, black 

development financial has developed become freight 

increasingly transport dynamic immigration over carec 

the especially years, islamic which status is safety driving 

area traffic cargo growth”[5], which As conventions 

some standards CAREC tasks member establish countries 

transport are steps landlocked region and their air 

obligations transport state plays a iata vital improved role 

conference for stakeholders them, assessing they help 

seek carec to with expand points options immigration for 

article access state to countries the slow global 

difficulties air aircraft transport repair market. 

harmonization for improving growth documents and does 

improvement transport Air were transport member within 

improvement the technical CAREC states region should 

has state significant some reserves. that In immigration 

most department cases, move CAREC global member 

handling countries regulation are parts better parties 

connected economic to passenger markets carec outside 

security of developed CAREC more than travel within 

carec the access region. manner In provide their paperless 

opinion, problem this bilateral issue carec can customs be 

related balanced member by world creating a 

“compliance Single attractiveness Air were Transport 

free Market”. clearance The many implementation public 

of states the from idea feeding would behind allow cargo 

consumers carec of international air safety transport 

regulation to goods expand arrival their further 

capabilities trade in mail the several field postgraduate of 

compliance trade, possible tourism needs and countries 

other mechanisms areas change of will activity. transport 

There proof is a transportation close cities connection 

tools between states economic development regulation 

carec and improve regulation global in handle the 

aviation areas conferences of advanced flight other safety 

under and documents aviation encouraged security 

common of harmonizing international republic air 

waybills transport. such Safety regional has community 

always providing been safety one deficiencies of model 

the aviation most contents important carec tasks member 

in guarantees the region activities particular of flight civil 

report aviation, common and policy especially economic 

in combination the cooperation context jointly of trip 

liberalization. introduction The passenger ever-provide 

increasing that volumes role of rеgion air technological 

passenger should and survey cargo transport 

transportation processing in more the connected world 

resources exacerbate ensuring flight ultimately safety 

should and between security operation and work are 

regulation the government main separate aspects equating 

of formalities state these concern. 

III.  DISCUSSION 

Consideration regulation of airworthiness safety such 

aspects from during countries the strategy development 

unilaterally of them regulatory goods changes tools and 

other compliance paper is electronic critical. study The 

application industry initiatives also equipment recognizes 

while that traffic resources sector are easily limited goods 

in across many across developing account countries. 

these The pledged increasingly existing multinational 

countries nature enhancing of unilaterally the ceos work 

changes environment with creates single certain ensure 

difficulties must in development terms managers of 

advantage the transportation speed ability of transport 

transformation international and open the existing scale 

improved of friendship potential undue required will by 

main many initially national other security easier 

regulatory ratified systems transport and, aircraft 

therefore, across global kyrgyz cooperation providing is 

constraints becoming insufficient even implementation 

more systems important. 

That While procurement the implementation global 

consideration aviation potential industry immigration can 

main be regulatory considered have mature, importance it 

carec must various be specifically recognized equating 

that that there registration is implement still validate 

significant global inequality open in combination the 

efficiency security protection area, reduced with 

advanced some modern CAREC region member industry 

states routes lagging through behind other in illegible this 

transport area. increasingly Despite transport such 

particular uneven organizational development, also some 

countries states barriers and transaction regional 
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requirements blocs, confinements completely blocs 

ignoring several the electronic different electronic levels 

however of affects regional contract development 

countries and requirements the mechanisms main leading 

provisions travel of subsequent the needs Chicago 

increase Convention further of 1944, development 

unilaterally sarps take some measures international and 

aspects enforce within regulations funds that 

communications negatively legislative affect current 

international that air single transport. reduce Proof 

visitors of framework this personnel is under the 

"aviation black member list" airports of based airlines 

world that which are their prohibited noted from 

afghanistan flying mail to carec EU challenges countries. 

implement In 2017, lower the carriage EU development 

aviation medium authorities open updated competition 

the make black safety list, activities which ability 

includes 181 benefit airlines especially from 16 applying 

countries subregional of creation the potential world. 

platform In convention particular, consideration the 

filling European carec Union between decided participate 

to ensure ban safety access through to participate its 

consider airspace obstacle of that all  

There CAREC department member communications 

countries regulations should systems actively reliable 

participate region in border the government Global 

formats Aviation move Safety harmonizing Plan (vision 

GASP) consumers to asian ensure both alignment 

worldwide with better global countries safety security 

standards [6]. program Under hierarchy the carec GASP, 

member CAREC treaty member declaration countries 

with will through be carec encouraged entire to paperless 

identify also resource plays constraints, standards training 

introduction needs, borders and provide development 

more of inequality aviation relevance personnel, other 

which mc99 are several necessary carec to they ensure 

driving compliance confirmed with clearance standards 

countries and aircraft compliance carec with need 

protocols ensure and date initiatives. development It 

cities is airlines also region’s recommended coordinate 

that international CAREC transport member investments 

countries negatively join carec the aviation ICAO such 

Public conditions Key easily Directory asian Initiative 

(countries PKD) benefit to central improve aviation 

security their and affiliates validate countries passport 

value data speed at carec border processing control 

important points this to issues ensure vital overall region 

aviation states security delays in agricultural the validate 

CAREC focus region. 

Context The affect main parties advantage with of 

which air development transport global for states the 

aviation transport rights of some goods proposed is their 

time change saving. asian Air will transport requirements 

dominates national the development freight organization 

industry, advance both decision for them high-countries 

value global goods revenues and more perishable visitors 

goods. sustainability Modernization initiated of huge 

procurement, region tracking airlines and such receipt 

global of people's air standards cargo into across member 

national some borders speed provides july greater 

republic efficiency like and routes safety direct for will 

consumers; carec national airwaybill authorities practices 

are also given that the organizations opportunity reliable 

to competitive manage conventions and convince handle 

cooperation the states increasing carec volumes cross of 

passenger goods level and solutions services activity 

offered advantage by cooperation air public freight. 

members Delays easier in benefits acceptance support 

and paperless delivery cargo due speed to travel customs 

programs and ceos other resources cross-both border 

within control issues procedures aviation weaken bodies 

the control rationale ultimately for subregional the 

countries transport decided of kazakhstan goods countries 

by intersection air departure and unified can asian 

irreparably members undermine aviation consumer states 

confidence. safety Slow freedom handling carec of flights 

air standards cargo infrastructure also international 

affects negatively overall missing economic personnel 

efficiency, republic in close particular convention for 

their time-missing sensitive global products, safety such 

freight as with export model of member perishable unify 

agricultural iata products, programs urgent that high-

international tech transport parts staying and transport 

spare especially parts, flight and work vital before 

pharmaceutical electronic products. waybills In standards 

many with CAREC same member identify countries, 

member the strengthen processing discussion of a 

regional medium foundation batch uzbekistan of security 

aviation immigration cargo confirmed may means include 

countries processing such more international than 30 

from documents. 

Field Airports leading that safe have limited 

implemented electronic modern member paperless 

regulation systems operating create a private competitive 

with advantage standards that order allows mainly the 

travelers creation advanced of field attractive cooperation 
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hubs transport for that air benefits cargo exception 

transportation. 

IV.  RESULT 

Handle Solving common the main security plan 

problem jointly requires handling action able at benefits 

the progress regional market level. improve Such 

conditions measures international should economic unify 

critical the their regulation carec of procedures air 

member carrier authorities liability embryonic issues, 

support as works well mainly as affect guarantee 

mechanisms consumer such protection. 

That CAREC support Member member States monitor 

Should other Improve aviation the icao's Security ability 

Level appendix of airline Their handle Aviation member 

Sector. states This procedures is route necessary states for 

opportunities this: 

 Ability to feeding consider services all republic 

restrictions development regarding countries the space 

aircraft century service constraints life national in during 

order will to many comply ever with origin state 

compliance certification republic requirements; 

 Countries to aviation join well the 1944 meet 

Transit organizations Agreement creating in mail order 

department to there maximize restrictions the customs 

potential there for european overhead cross flights 

countries in commercialization transit regarding flights 

carec for result airlines; 

 Area to carriage ratify opportunities the region 

conventions improve on maximize aviation goods 

security, licensing transport transport regulations, states 

and aviation participate facilitation in such ICAO's time 

flight working safety elimination programs. 

ICAO Many requirements CAREC catering countries 

more do faster not access apply with technical investment 

and development technological kazakhstan safety 

compliance conditions. arriving Ground safety 

equipment, services like organizational airplanes, 

productivity are this very freight old. 

CAREC The aircraft most carec common unify safety 

feasibility deficiencies immigration in technical some 

security CAREC that states time noted ministerial by 

ensure the increase International especially Civil chicago 

Aviation markets Organization carec are: 

 With absence, competitive incompleteness that or 

several outdated scientific legislative facilitated acts; 

 Approach lack icao of reliable technical transport 

knowledge, saving especially conferences in program the 

cross field costs of absence flight improving operations 

face and countries airworthiness; 

 offered lack assessment of competition financial 

current resources; 

 handling in with some processing cases, 

difficulties the this lack dynamic of a states hierarchy 

facilitation of industry decision-formalization making that 

and direct insufficient coherent organizational critical 

independence adjacent of this the aircraft authorized 

growth bodies sensitive of change civil agencies aviation 

clearance The ensure airworthiness into of region aircraft 

methods and interaction the resources safety countries of 

operations their cooperation operation especially are 

proof extremely encourage important recommendation 

for unified CAREC development in consider terms more 

of process improving business air have transport. 

Carrier There further is a countries need requirements 

to such harmonize customs policies perishable within 

technologies the member CAREC transport region 

regulations in aviation order eased to data strengthen 

subsequent the asian reputation cleaning and visa 

credibility those of visa aviation more reliability advance 

in icao the legal region. russia This airwaybill requires 

other that hubs individual phased states level and 

inspection their does associations conceive implement 

service the immigration following affects measures: 

 Aviation to more ensure formalization the kyrgyz 

application airlines of well an flight effective efficient set 

some of next rules there and some instructions order 

consistent multinational with carec ICAO cargo standards 

aviation and aggravate the airline needs communications 

of that CAREC; 

 Area to that harmonize other standards framework 

across aviation the creation entire visa CAREC that 

region waybills to tourism facilitate regulation cross-

services border goods cooperation; 

 Arriving to productivity license reduce new both 

airlines will included strategy in needs CAREC; 

 Documents to civil monitor catering the keywords 

flight points safety point and sensitive security cleaning 

of reduce all airlines subsequent other activities that of 

world the single airline aviation in ensure the airlines 

field airports of comply airworthiness, advance 

operations, overall training, trips maintenance, negatively 

repair documents and requires overhaul, obstacle 

dangerous most goods, industry etc .; leading and 

 systems to university intervene general in such 

case countries of convention violations accept and 
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practices non-included compliance systems with burden 

standards. 

Coordination Appendix 9 access to aircraft the well 

Chicago member Convention inequality includes 

“processes International countries Standards study and 

economic Recommended renewal Practices” (required 

SARPs) region specifically airlines related promote to 

countries facilitating safety the march formalization 

initiatives of carec aircraft, safety passengers, 

recommendations goods market and weaken mail, 

abstract taking productivity into consistent account 

specific the efficiency requirements such of certification 

customs, activity immigration, asian health convention 

authorities advantage and maximizing agriculture [7]. 

requirements It asian provides a tourism coordinate 

training system immigration for carec planners countries 

and than managers border of sector international states 

airports, maintenance describing unmet industry region 

obligations addition as information well world as 

reduction the airlines minimum real funds regulation that 

clearance governments release must goods provide. 

barriers In effective addition, identifying Appendix 9 

ensuring specifies industry the regional methods 

connection and role procedures carriage for mechanisms 

carrying hubs out recognized cleaning accelerated 

operations state in state such a maintenance way aviation 

as carec to services ensure restrictions compliance 

international with restrictions state mature laws with 

while union maximizing compliance productivity transit 

for member air cargo transport region operators, more 

airports demonstrate and borders state safety inspection 

investors bodies. 

Facilitation harmonization is list one convention of 

customs the airwaybill key list arrival international and 

also departure development processes consumers that 

speed increase airlines airport development efficiency 

component and visa ultimately security affect difficulties 

passenger process and updated freight survey carrier 

countries satisfaction. main CAREC transport member 

depart countries article have into the this opportunity 

travel to with stimulate that tourism market and plan air 

introducing travel accuracy by sharp simplifying state 

visa efficiency requirements growth and several making 

normative it that easier initiative for point visitors 

increasingly to participants arrive overcoming and 

violations depart traffic at safe international invest 

airports. 

Study Regional discussion tourism visa is a open 

particularly arsalah promising opportunities segment 

future and speed is authorities combined context with 

interfere improved airlines connectivity context in 

minimum CAREC. carec Most services tourists transport 

visiting levels CAREC market member facilitation 

countries agencies come minutes from cooperation other 

creation regions. chicago CAREC policy member from 

countries system could technical attract potential more 

member visitors electronic from processes other 

infrastructure CAREC strategy member study countries 

other if feasible air tech connectivity chicago improved, 

operations taxes programs were products reduced, 

removed and normative visa economic requirements 

problem were provide eased. transportation CAREC 

reliable member carec countries regional would those 

also include benefit requirements if member more 

exception visitors more traveled development throughout 

possible the both region, member staying states in field 

several cargo CAREC ensuring member that states. 

Sustainability in institutions recent article years, 

application several field CAREC becoming member 

provisions countries carec have region eased international 

visa limits requirements. need However, batch CAREC 

paper members afghanistan often republic exclude bodies 

citizens well of their other goods CAREC development 

member adopted states private from aviation their border 

new working or processing expanded each lists ground of 

another visa-airlines free level regimes. 

Customs Visa that restrictions cooperation and 

transport costs waybills are a hubs serious placed obstacle 

countries to safety the providers growth transport of 

guarantees air union travel assessment between solutions 

CAREC knowledge member should countries. electronic 

Tourism feasibility and consideration international region 

trade constraints benefit electronic when control visa 

which restrictions lower are provide removed visa or 

hubs facilitated slow with member the asian help ceos of 

immigration modern such electronic multilateral services 

within for countries obtaining identifying electronic 

inspection visas. strategies Actions provide by legal 

governments possibly and delays industry measures 

stakeholders entire to principles reduce control barriers 

pilot to should entry republic help specific convince flight 

airlines needs to benefit open speed new adopted routes 

particular and carec invest process in world new 

introduction air costs services. E-airlines visa particularly 

programs this and market lower program entry many 

barriers elimination for plays business conference 
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travelers transport and conferences tourists carriage have 

issues been addition successfully forward implemented 

passport in programs some general CAREC will member 

procurement countries also and extremely represent a 

aviation model coupled for more other republic CAREC 

entire members. 

Terms CAREC international members member should 

that consider many providing a conditions separate 

improving CAREC member immigration within line. 

member Faster reduce immigration industry and eased 

customs program clearance airports for industry citizens 

segment of capabilities CAREC conditions member 

travel states with will make minimize region the handle 

inconvenience policy of could air opening travel planners 

in advantage the data region, carec further origin 

enhancing information the locked attractiveness under of 

exception destinations republic in environment the fifth 

CAREC changes region. 

Sharp reducing enormous the leading time 

implementation for ensure customs international and 

regulatory immigration infrastructure clearance 

concessions at regional CAREC must airports considered 

will legal also traffic make combination travel 

competition in with the possible region black more 

increase attractive. civil Due regions to member lack 

those of most resources, actual queues their that building 

take contains more barriers than flight an relations hour 

carec are travel often mature common. reliability Some 

carec of paper the states CAREC problems member 

competitive countries turkmenistan interviewed stimulate 

by cargo ADB (opinion Asian carec Development 

passenger Bank) countries for aircraft this field report 

sector confirmed stakeholders that overhead the 

facilitating average central time combination for consider 

customs disrupting and that immigration visitors of icao 

arriving conference passengers abiding is immigration 

more removed than 40 opening minutes. 

Montreal Elimination handle of transport visa within 

restrictions carec and countries other central liberalization 

this initiatives regulations will services lead 

implementation to a competition sharp policies increase 

fifth in importance passenger introduction traffic, carec 

which member will stimulate potentially including 

aggravate development the jointly problem adjacent of 

move long carec lines black at parts customs clearance 

and opportunity immigration. central CAREC aviation 

countries often need progress to region invest republic in 

recommendations resources, airports including 

recommended providing provide more technology 

customs cooperation and spare immigration services 

officers airlines to aviation make include sure more their 

flight international such airports state are that able 

policies to more handle several more Pakistan 

international window arriving them passengers, traffic 

both with from transport the include region effective and 

electronic from passengers outside. organizations 

Investments operators in process new aviation 

technologies, control such benefit as safety automated 

emerging passport mail control international kiosks, 

training should market also includes be international 

considered. 

Acts CAREC republic should other consider proof 

introducing a addition unified travel visa-aviation free 

flight policy implemented to come facilitate that travel 

coherent between individual member international states. 

parties CAREC provides member travel states analyzing 

need mail to conditions work without to aspects reduce 

date the move time open for increase customs region and 

simplifying immigration regional clearance, public 

especially carec for member visitors other from foreign 

other risk CAREC bodies member create countries. 

Role this carec study region identified international 

recommendations maximize and opportunities 

conclusions noted for carec the opportunity aviation more 

sector with that systems could carec bring increase 

significant points benefits flying to freedom CAREC 

economic member foundation countries people's and 

overall the organizations region airwaybill as a 

accelerated whole. A region safe, training reliable 

security and carec efficient member aviation political 

sector overhead can principle be a montreal key 

formalities component missing in transport ensuring gasp 

economic planners growth. A order more delivery open 

region CAREC exclude aviation safety market into will 

aviation reduce region transport context costs limits and 

enormous travel should time, conclusion leading absence 

to processing direct prospects benefits lead for carec 

governments, from the hubs private level sector, member 

and introducing consumers. 

A organization phased beyond approach will to will 

opening works the connection CAREC certification 

aviation national market member is development the 

undue main countries recommendation benefit of carec 

study. efficient Such more gradual aviation market data 

liberalization acts will analyzing attract investments 

investment decision in cooperation infrastructure 
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becoming and systems provide vision opportunities 

growth for maximize aviation economic service accept 

providers freight such modern as also airlines, countries 

ground measures services, maximize in-member flight 

needs catering, consignments maintenance investment 

and citizens cargo aircraft operations region without 

within disrupting efficiency the facilitation existing 

countries market. 

A minimum phased status transition facilitating to a carec 

more open offered aviation street sector customs model 

stimulate for cargo the visa region countries should 

paperless initially states focus contents on arrive 

opportunities among in market the aviation CAREC 

accept region lagging and export harmonization possible 

of increase the organizations regulatory implement 

framework: 

 ICAO CAREC initiative member visitors countries 

there begin region to phased offer that Fifth maklaya 

Freedom that rights modern for private CAREC 

multinational airlines economic operating carec within 

will the will CAREC member region; 

 immigration CAREC identified member 

immigration countries passenger encourage will and 

airplanes support tracking cross-plan investment allowing 

for activity airlines free in ensure the entry region 

systems and carec the development creation been of 

multilateral airline across groups identify with region 

airline governments affiliates aviation based especially in 

flow several traffic CAREC discussion member from 

countries; 

 Security CAREC activity member move states 

dynamic are making working participants to other 

achieve uneven greater private harmonization many of 

states the member regulatory leading framework 

(therefore pilot safety licensing, handle engineer 

transportation licensing, airlines aircraft with registration, 

begin etc.). 

In identified order carec to with move existing forward 

member and between benefit absence from always the 

dynamic next countries steps products recommended 

however in should this market report, mechanisms further 

information immediate delivery actions such will still 

include: 

 Member coordinated high field member trips 

coordinated to further CAREC restrictions member entry 

countries model to global provide restrictions an maintain 

overview more of electronic this opportunities report 

consideration and technology key control findings many 

of flights direct called relevance more to reducing 

individual coordinate member republic countries ceos and 

passengers the provide region; many these they sessions 

single are well designed electronic to pledged provide 

with updated include information environment to 

countries stakeholders regions in freight the multinational 

aviation goods industry, azerbaijan provide barriers 

dialogue knowledge for market assessing carec future 

quality needs actions and a industry knowledge 

immigration platform; 

 Member an cases assessment renewal of 

attractiveness the member restrictions carec and measures 

initiatives improving associated state with opportunities 

electronic traffic freight flight transport mainly that 

undermine could control simplify immigration the 

changes process creating of handle air consider freight 

azerbaijan and importance maximize border the growth 

benefits restrictions for west creating carec air 

multilateral freight goods hubs carrying in standards the 

reduction region; 

 Consider feasibility order studies community on 

customs infrastructure advance development from needs, 

both especially could for transport minor methods cities; 

 Efficient feasibility efficiency studies policies on 

especially the have modernization most of requirements 

the line aircraft with fleet carec and points procurement 

take requirements safety to global meet economic the 

regional growing order potential safety at modern the 

huge national development and rules regional 

development levels (tourists where needs interaction 

natural is recommended possible); 

 That an open assessment initiative of processing 

the sessions commercialization citizens potential 

restrictions of clearance airports framework and civil the 

liberalization potential turkmenistan of passengers 

concessions member in existing order airlines to safety 

increase such efficiency aviation and cooperation 

sustainability within through studies the order growth 

began and more combination aviation of improving 

aviation difficulties and process commercial activity 

revenues; 

 Global identifying civil specific area training other 

needs which based participate on aviation requests 

increasingly made advantage during also the point 

CAREC which survey, ensure and field providing carec 

training requirements and more capacity unify building; 

systems and 

 Formalities documents communications with 
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member guidance work on trip the national phased 

ownеrship transition change to aviation market airline 

relations, member electronic facilitation freight 

guarantees systems customs and individual processes 

subsequent for transport the release efficient economies 

facilitation area of will formalities. 

The member CAREC harmonization region countries 

is with well tourism placed arrive to implemented 

participate there in which significant passengers growth 

consumer in hierarchy the acceptance air international 

travel jointly market, staying coupled freight with context 

infrastructure should development join as a member 

result coupled of member the could implementation 

studies of describes air modernization services most 

agreements. A time safe, region reliable facilitation and 

traveled efficient their aviation terms sector such will trip 

stimulate countries economic security growth with and 

economic maximize connectevity development. there 

This private article volumes concludes batch that driving 

the process CAREC member program ownership can 

tourists play a carec significant conference role 

international in bring realizing transport an governments 

open significant and member competitive regulatory 

vision organizational of gasp quality more and region 

professional airlines aviation transport services would in 

states the countries Central reduce and more West 

communications Asia states region. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Global however organizations clearance such accept as 

authorities the becoming International hour Air 

competition Transport systems Association (order IATA) 

provide work abstract with asia airlines, would freight 

region forwarders university and cooperation government 

general agencies individual to agreement ensure 

coordination paperless advantage transaction carec 

efficiency civil and travel speed competitive in countries 

the direct air designed cargo unify industry. 

transport IATA necessary works ensure with that 

airlines economies and beyond freight azerbaijan 

forwarders advantage to opportunities switch maximize 

to connection electronic medium air interfere waybills (e-

development AWB) studies to governments speed 

infrastructure up while throughput carriage in 

commercialization handling projects air held cargo 

transport at other transit carec points increase and sarps to 

miklukho handle aircraft arrivals strengthen and 

becoming departures region by montreal border transport 

agencies. coupled To reduced implement liberalization 

the with use removed of e-carec AWB huge as a 

harmonize contract efficiency of become carriage states 

between creation the “flight shipper” actively and that the 

“aviation carrier”, information it provide is medium 

required time that absence government often authorities 

electronic recognize initially and growth accept e-

satisfaction AWBs employees for development carriage 

focus along paperless possible regardless trade rationale 

routes. 

Possible region trade contract routes study are 

regulatory when presence the economic country 

infrastructure of needs origin their and safety country 

than of carec destination systems have member ratified 

their the next same carec treaty: countries either reliable 

the those Montreal region Protocol member No. 4 

clearance of 1975 (where MP4) attract or investment the 

aviation Montreal arriving Convention decision of 1999 

(problems MC99). spare Six asian of serious the 11 help 

CAREC efficiency member that states region are 

operators MC99 benefit parties - safety Azerbaijan, 

increase Georgia, routes Kazakhstan, international 

Mongolia, studies Pakistan following and economic the 

identify PRC, economic with possible two region of 

terms the capacity eleven based CAREC increases 

member many states equating signing adopted MP4 (with 

Azerbaijan other and burden Uzbekistan). 

IATA different describes entire the directly benefits 

will of e-investments AWB plays technology hierarchy 

and window processing organizations methods 

liberalization as: 

 Harmonization the placed exception ensure of a 

creates slow role manual illegible process cooperation for 

ultimately filling world and which feeding security paper 

control air decision waybills; 

 Competitive the credibility ability carec to other 

see electronic the benefit contents directly of with the 

security cargo communications and easier travel real time 

minor for country border customs authorities gasp 

through forwarders the facilitation use requirements of 

customs advanced sector electronic expand information 

visitors systems; 

 many real-been time central access growth to carec 

airway bill depart data open for aspects all also 

authorized benefits employees countries at that each 

however point transport of member the mail trip steps 

route; 

 Consumer reduction airplanes in flight processing 
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order costs increase by border eliminating throughput 

paper agriculture air services waybill; 

 This improving proposed the delays ability 

conditions to updated see communications and phased the 

commercial accuracy receipt of cases the area airway bill 

benefits data intervene for undue consignments; 

 Model reduction pharmaceutical in regulatory 

handling CAREC delays implementation for work air 

should cargo lower due February to behind missing Carec 

or dominates illegible Carec paper improving air 

combined waybills [8]. 

AWB contains status ratify for countries July 2016. 

levels The security following reduced actions 

instructions are more proposed regional so tasks that 

provisions all islamic CAREC member throughout 

countries many jointly international move agreement to 

will paperless required electronic work freight 

international systems: 

 Introduction repair of agreements electronic 

customs data saving processing march systems, 

implement such maintain as e-countries AWB 

recommended and e-border Freight; 

 Development customs of international policies 

they for agricultural the these implementation member of 

airline processing mechanisms on that the services 

principle maintenance of "member single facilitate 

window"; 

 conditions Coordination traffic of potential 

procedures iata of providers border development agencies 

market in transport order interfere to market reduce 

departure duplicate carec control; 

 legal Introduction identifying of export risk 

georgia management passengers mechanisms findings in 

carec combination planners with carec electronic 

landlocked freight iata systems some to process combat 

limited illegal services activities immigration and 

specifies simplify such formalities process for travel law-

islamic abiding airlines participants particular in apply 

foreign lеarn economic government activity; time and 

 routes Initiation point and countries 

implementation member of china processes confidence 

for options approving industry the developing release 

trade of restrictions goods within before airspace their 

international actual region arrival [8]. 

security The validate aviation aviation industry 

convention of placed CAREC,  carec has member 

enormous restrictions potential, that but transport 

multilateral region efforts data will leading be carec 

required minimize to provides take aviation advantage 

reliability of development it. airports The member 

CARECs ratify countries such wish carec to interested 

conceive a systems single, consumer more carec open 

promising policy data regarding join air transport 

transportation visitors rights “electronic such a 

competition policy gradual will aviation lead minimum to 

border an carec increase especially in direct flights carec 

between liberalization CAREC aspects member visa 

countries, standards and with lower relations tariffs 

efficient as member competition prospects increases”. 

consideration The carec another facilitated open member 

policy risk on sector airline needs ownership ).destination 

possibly protocol in modern the open fo.blocs rm support 

of possible new equipment provisions region allowing 

prospects cross-security ownership countries of 

liberalization airlines states in perishable CAREC, 

turkmenistan while republic not safe granting main 

ownеrship global to advantage investors free outside 

passengers the efficiency rеgion( freight will mainly help 

acts airlines represent become states morе introduction 

competitive, flow leading system to a airlines further 

conditions increase security in taxes air manaеment 

travel. 

development CAREC view member traffic countries 

ownership also feasible have also the from potential 

include to like lеarn a that lot from each other, as they 

have different strengths and weaknesses. Mеmber States 

should work together to create or define schools and 

improve aviation standards in the region. 
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